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NFORCE: 162080-11-0001 
Title: DECOMISO - SEIZURE BULLETIN - 05/29/2011 - JILOTLAN DE LOS DOLORES, 
JALISCO 
IRS:: 	 ATF _ 
Date: May 29, 2011 
Event: Mexican Military personnel were involved in a confrontation against 
suspected members of "La Familia Michoacana" that left fifteen dead 
Location: Jilotlan de los Dolores, Jalisco 
Case Number: Not Specified 
Arrests: 
- 36 subjects, identification is pending 
Killed-In-Action: 
- 15 subjects, identification is pending 
Criminal Group/Org.: Not Specified 
Firearms/Explosives: 
- 1 Barrett .50 caliber rifle 
- 70 unspecified caliber rifle 
- 14 unspecified caliber handguns 
- 3 grenades 
Magazines: 
- 578 magazines, various caliber 
Ammunition: 
- 21,121 rounds, various caliber 
Tactical Equipment: N/A 
Uniforms: N/A 
Communication Equipment: 
- various means 
Currency: N/A 
Other Objects: N/A 
Drugs: N/A 
Vehicles: N/A 
Synopsis: On May 29, 2011, Mexican Military personnel were involved in a 
confrontation against suspected members of "La Familia Michoacana" that left 
fifteen dead in Jilotlan de los Dolores, Jalisco. Authorities seized 1 .50 
caliber rifle, 70 rifles, 14 handguns, 3 grenades, 578 magazines, over 21,000 
rounds of ammunition, and means of communication. 
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BOLE T INE S OFIC IALE S 

PRENSA 

15 dead hit men taken to the morgue. 

Notiecos/Jalisco 

15 hit men are dead cue to the confrontation registered on Friday night 

at the La Loma Ranch in the Jilotlan de los Dolores Municipality, where 

members of the Michocana Familia Cartel had a shootout with the Mexican 

Army and Federal police, 36 gunmen were arrested as well. 

First of all, federal authorities explained that 11 criminals had died 

during the confrontation, nonetheless on Saturday night, the Forensic 

Science Institute of Jalisco (IJCF) confirmed that 15 corpses from the Jilotlan 
de los Dolores Municipality were delivered to the forensics in the Alcalde 

Barranquitas neighborhood. 

On the other hand, the IJCF explained that they would only safeguard and 

perform autopsies required by law on the bodies entrusted to them; 

meanwhile, the Office of the Attorney General of the Republic continues with 

ongoing investigations of the case and will later request that a Prosecutor 

turn the bodies of the individuals over to them, after they have been 

officially identified and claimed by some relative. 

Facundo Rosas Rosas, General Commissioner of the Federal Police, 

assured that the criminal group has been greatly weakened with this strike. 

This action was the result of a line of investigation follow-up subsequent 

to a Federal Police helicopter attack last Tuesday, after it was known that a 

meeting of armed commandos would take place at the borders of Michoacan 

and Jalisco states. 

En el hecho fueron detenidos tres presuntos jefes de grupo de la 
organizacion, Gaudiyur Ambriz Altamirano, Cesar Barragan Valencia y 

Gerardo Fernandez Covarrubias; 15 presuntos sicarios perdieron la vida y 
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dos policias federales resultaron heridos. 

Three alleged bosses of the group were detained at the scene, Gaudiyur 
Ambriz Altamirano, Cesar Barragan Valencia and Gerardo Fernandez 

Covarrubias; 15 alleged hit men lost their lives and two federal police were 

wounded. 

At the time of their arrest, 70 long guns, one Barret rifle, 14 handguns, three 
grenades, 578 various caliber magazines, 21,121 bullets, communication equipment 
and diverse objects were seized from them. 

Source: http://www.ecosdelacosta.com.mx/index.php?seccion=15&id=101745&encabezado=Trasladan  

a 15 sicarios muertos a la morgue 
lunes 30 de mayo de 2011 
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